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REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION (RAI)
PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR (PWR) OWNERS GROUP

WCAP-17308-NP, REVISION 0
TREATMENT OF DIESEL GENERATOR (DG) TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION FREQUENCY

AND VOLTAGE TOLERANCES
(TAC NO. ME8689)

References:

Letter from Maurice E. Dingier of PWR Owners Group to NRC, "Submittal of WCAP-17308-NP,
Revision 0, "Treatment of Diesel Generator (DG) Technical Specification Frequency and
Voltage Tolerances," PA-LSC-0681" dated May 1,2012 (Accession No. ML12234A250).

Letter from Jack Stringfellow of PWR Owners Group to NRC, "Submittal of Errata Page for
WCAP-17308-NP, Revision 0, "Treatment of Diesel Generator (DG) Technical Specification
Frequency and Voltage Tolerances," PA-LSC-0681" dated September 11, 2012 (Accession No.
ML12261A364).

RAI-EPTB-1

The "List of Symbols" on pages xii through xiv needs to be reviewed against the document for
completeness and accuracy. There are numerous instances where the symbol title does not
match what is in the document, and there are symbols in the document that are not included in
the List of Symbols.

Response to EPTB-RAI 1

The List of Symbols was reviewed against the document and updated to ensure that the List of
Symbols matches what is in the document, and that all symbols in the document are included in
the List of Symbols. In addition, a single symbol (w) was used for DG, pump, and valve
actuator speed, as opposed to the mixed use of S and w. The symbol N was maintained for fan
speed to be consistent with common usage. In addition, inconsistencies were corrected
regarding the use of equal signs in the definition of symbols and bracketed units throughout the
document. A revised List of Symbols is contained in Attachment 1 to this letter. It should be
noted that due to the change in terminology, several pages of the document were also revised
to reflect the revised terminology. These revised pages are also contained in Attachment 1.

RAI-EPTB-2

Please explain why the uncertainty in measured pressure is not taken into account in Section
2.2.5.



Response to EPTB-RAI 2

The uncertainty in the pump head is associated with three separate items: 1) the uncertainty in
the pump head due to the uncertainty in the measurement of the pump head as discussed in
Section 2.2.2, 2) the uncertainty in the pump head due to the uncertainty in the measurement of
the pump flow as discussed in Section 2.2.5, and 3) the uncertainty in the pump head due to the
uncertainty in the diesel generator speed as discussed in Section 2.2.7. Section 2.2.5 only
identifies the methodology to address the uncertainty in the pump head due to the uncertainty in
the flow measurement. Specifically, since the pump head varies with the pump flow rate, the
uncertainty in the pump flow rate associated with the flow measurement uncertainty will result in
an uncertainty in the pump head. The combination of these three terms that are used to
determine the overall uncertainty in the pump head is discussed in Section 2.2.8.

RAI-EPTB-3

Section 2.4.2 states that Table 2-2 assumes the uncertainty in AH is 34.65 feet. Please explain
why this value was chosen. Does this uncertainty include instrument accuracy? If not, explain
where instrument accuracy is accounted for.

Response to EPTP-RAI 3

Section 2.4.2 defines the pump developed head measurement uncertainty. This uncertainty is
associated with the measurement accuracy of the instruments that are used to measure the
pump developed head as discussed in Section 2.2.2. The value of 34.65 feet was arbitrarily
chosen as a representative value of a typical head measurement accuracy of the pump that was
used in this example. During a plant specific implementation of the methodology by a licensee,
a plant specific value would be used in place of the 34.65 ft value used in the WCAP.

RAI-EPTB-4

Section 3.2 states that "A calculated change in diesel generator loading due to steady-state
variation in frequency will also require a commensurate evaluation of the impact on fuel oil
consumption as a result of the change in loading." Please explain why an evaluation of the
impact on the required amount of stored fuel oil is not required as well.

Response to EPTB-RAI 4

Section 3.2 was revised to state "A calculated change in diesel generator loading due to steady-
state variation in frequency will also require a commensurate evaluation of the impact on fuel oil
consumption and stored fuel oil requirements as a result of the change in loading." The revised
Section 3.2 is contained in Attachment 2 to this letter.



RAI-EPTB-5

Section 4.4 states that the equation 26 definition comes from the Joint Owners Group (JOG)
definition for determining margin. Equation 26 is not exactly like the JOG definition. The JOG
definition for margin of gate and globe valves reads:

Margin (%) = Adiusted Actuator Output Thrust - Adiusted Required Thrust xl00
Adjusted Required Thrust

It is not clear if actuator uncertainty is accounted for in equation 26. Please describe how
actuator uncertainty is accounted for in the equation.

Response to EPTB-RAI 5

Equation 26 was revised as follows to make it consistent with the JOG definition and account for
uncertainties:

M arg in (M) Actuator Output Thrust(A O) - Equation 1
(Required Thrust (R T) * (1 + Uncertainities(U))

The change in Equation 26 resulted in changes to Equations 27, 28, 29, 21, 32, and 33. In
addition, this change resulted in increasing the magnitude of the required margin in the worked
example from 1.2% to 2.4%. The revisions to these Equations are contained in Attachment 3 to
this letter.

Additional Changes

Equation 5 was revised to ensure that the calculated uncertainty is conservative. This resulted
in changes to the worked example problem in Section 2.4. The revisions to Equation 5 and
Section 2.4 are contained in Attachment 4 to this letter.



Attachment 1

Changes to WCAP-1 7308 in Response to EPTB-RAI 1



WESTINGHOUSE NON-PROPRIETARY CLASS 3 xii

NOMENCLATURE

LIST OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

AC alternating current
AFW auxiliary feedwater
B&W Babcock & Wilcox
CDBI component design basis inspection
CE Combustion Engineering
CSS containment spray system
CST closed torque switch trip
DG diesel generator
DP differential pressure
DRU digital reference unit
ECCS emergency core cooling system
ESF engineered safety feature
ESFAS engineered safety feature actuation system
GL Generic Letter
HVAC heating, ventilation and air conditioning
IST inservice test
JOG Joint Owners Group
LOOP loss of offsite power
MCC motor control center
MOV motor-operated valve
NEMA National Electrical Manufacturers Association
NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NSSS nuclear steam supply system
PWROG Pressurized Water Reactor Owners Group
RG Regulatory Guide
RPS reactor protection system
SI safety injection
SP static pressure
SR Surveillance Requirements
SRSS square root sum-of-the-squares
TS Technical Specification
VFTP Ventilation Filter Testing Program

LIST OF SYMBOLS

AO actuator output thrust Awa 0h)
AO0 actuator output thrust at initial conditons. 1....... ,
AO, actuator output thrust at conditions 4-0blb.lb
C constant that retesents the sum of the individual inertia constants of the load train.

CFMI fan volumetric flow rate at conditions 1. L/iti$--(/ia)

WCAP- 17308-NP April 2012
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WESTINGHOUSE NON-PROPRIETARY CLASS 3 xiii

CFM2  fan volumetric flow rate at conditions 2.ft/m in-(Amin)
D, fan diameter at conditions 1,_.ich4-Qia*

NOMENCLATURE (cont)

LIST OF SYMBOLS (cont.)

D2  fan diameter at conditions 2ing1-(ie•*
E rotational energy ftlb-(tb 4b)

fNom nominal supply frequencykHz-(60-H-
f, baseline frequency Hz4-60-H-)

f2  postulated frequencyjHz-(Q-)
f frequency.._Hz4- )
F, force component of work done when the valve closesjl-(b)
g gravitational constant, fl/sec2

HP, fan power consumed at blade for conditions Llipl-(h)

HP2  fan power consumed at blade for conditions 2.bu2-fhp,
M margin (dimensionless fraction)
M0  margin at initial conditions (dimensionless fraction)
M, margin at condition 1 (dimensionless fraction)
N rotational speed-{fmp,=m
N, fan rotational speed at conditions 1-(.ft3/min)
N2  fan rotational speed at conditions 2-4,ft3/min)
P number of poles
PD pump discharge pressure, psig
Ps pump suction pressure, psig
Q pump flow rate, gpm
RT required thrust-jlb)
RTo required thrust at initial conditions.-.lb-
RTI required thrust at conditions l.lb-)
SP, fan static pressure for conditions l-(inch H20)

SP 2 fan static pressure for conditions 2.-Cinch H20)

syef"Da ape o ft "PER

shrcnoue aoee.d at ee-.Oftiz 1 (rPm-
S-p..dped-i at......f. 2

Si. speed at aenditien 1 (rpm)
speed at 90fidifiznf 2 (Prp)

T, torque at condition 1,-(ft-lb-
T2  torque at condition 2-.4ft-lb)
T24 torque at condition 2 and speed Sl,{ft-lb)
TDH total developed head1{.ft)
U uncertainty in thrust (dimensionless fraction)
Uf uncertainty in frequency, Hz
U o., uncertainty in governor frequency control, Hz
Uoý-settg uncertainty in governor frequency setting, Hz

UQ uncertainty in flow measurement (gpm)

WCAP-17308-NP April 2012
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WESTINGHOUSE NON-PROPRIETARY CLASS 3 xiv

URI5  uncertainty in regulator voltage control (V)
UReg-Scaing uncertainty in regulator voltage setting (V)

NOMENCLATURE (cont.)

LIST OF SYMBOLS (cont.)

Us uncertainty in pump speed associated with uncertainties in frequency and voltage0 (_rpm)
Uv uncertainty in voltageg-(_V)
UA uncertainty in pump developed head measurement)-(jt)
UAH-Q uncertainty in pump developed head due to flow uncertainty-.4ft)
UA-s uncertainty in pump head due to uncertainty in speed.4ft)
UAH, Total total uncertainty in pump headc.ft)
VD pump discharge velocity:-.Cft/sec)
VNom nominal supply voltagec.V)
Vs pump suction velocity.-{ft/sec)
V1  baseline voltage,-(V)
V2  postulated voltage4y.V)
WK 2  equivalent inertia of the rotating elements4_lb-fl2)

WK motor equivalent inertia of the motor-(Clb-ft2")
WK2reducer equivalent inertia of the reducer-C.lb-ft2)

K2 stem-tdisc equivalent inertia of the stem-disca-jlb-flW)

Zo pump discharge pressure sensor elevation4-Cft)
Zs pump suction pressure sensor elevation,7Cft)
d(AH) rate of change of pump developed head with flow,-(ft/gpm)

dQ
8 displacement component of the work done,-4_f
AE change in rotational energy-(_.ft-lb-
Af change in frequency,4{Hz)
AF force comvonent of work done when the valve closes, lb . - Formatted: where(O), Tab stops: 0", Left
AH change in headi-_f4j
AS change in speed.-f_rpm)
A8 change in displacement.*..ft)
Aro change in rotational speed.{rpm)
AO_., change in motor smeed. mm
p" fluid density-C.lb/ft3)
p fan air density for conditions lj-.(lb/ft3)

P2 fan air density for conditions 2-.jlb/ft)
(o rotational speed,4, rpm)
o05 §synchronous speed. tom
M I rotational speed at condition 1. rpm
(02 rotational speed at condition 2. rpm
0synchronous sneed at condition 1. mm
oQS2 synchronous soeed at condition 2. mm
(fl.--. nominal onramtinQ eneed of nmotor at nc

...- 1 Frmatted: where(O), None, Indent: Left: 0",
Hanging: 1.25", Tab stops: 1.25", Leftiminal fr~si~nc~v and voltao'a mm

nominal rmeratina qneed of motor at iminal freoue- and voltave -
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WESTINGHOUSE NON-PROPRIETARY CLASS 3 2-2

2.2.3 Define Uncertainty in Diesel Generator Frequency, Uf

The DG governor is designed to control output frequency within a specified range about a setpoint. This
range is the manufacturer's stated random frequency variation, or tolerance, which is defined herein as the
manufacturer's governor uncertainty, UGo.

In the United States, the setpoint corresponding to standard line frequency is 60 Hz. An additional
uncertainty can be defined for the setpoint tolerance, Uo..stm&. The setpoint should be periodically
checked and adjusted as required so that operation at 60 Hz can be expected at the mission time.

The uncertainty in diesel generator frequency is considered a random and independent variability and it
may be included as an uncertainty in square-root-sum-of-the-squares (SRSS) combination with the test
uncertainties. Therefore, it can be concluded that the uncertainty in performance due to the variable
frequency is:

Uf = V(UGov )2 + (UGovSeting)2 Equation 2

where,

Uf = uncertainty in diesel generator frequency, Hz
Ucov = uncertainty in governor frequency control, Hz
Ucoýsrtwg = uncertainty in governor frequency setting, Hz

If the governor manufacturer's specified tolerance is not available, a tolerance that is established by the
utility may be used. If a tolerance is determined by the utility, that tolerance should be validated during
DG testing and the frequency should periodically be confirmed to be within that tolerance, as described
above. Should the DG frequency be found to be out of tolerance, the governor settings must be adjusted to
restore the frequency to within the specified tolerance around the nominal frequency value since this
tolerance is included in Equation 2Equati04.

2.2.4 Define Uncertainty in Diesel Generator Voltage, Uv

The DG voltage regulator is designed to regulate voltage within a specified range about a setpoint. This
range is the manufacturer's tolerance, which is defined herein as regulator uncertainty, UR,. The
uncertainty value associated with stability of the regulator setpoint is defined as UR,-s,,Ig and must
include the random uncertainty associated with the monthly testing and validation of the setpoint.

WCAP-17308-NP April 2012
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WESTINGHOUSE NON-PROPRIETARY CLASS 3 2-3

The uncertainty in diesel generator voltage is considered a random and independent variability and it may
be included as an uncertainty in SRSS combination with the test uncertainties. Therefore, it can be
concluded that the uncertainty in performance due to the regulator voltage is:

Uv = V(UReg)2 + (UReg-setting)2 Equation 3

where,

Uv = uncertainty in voltage, V
UR" = uncertainty in regulator voltage control, V
URg-Smting = uncertainty in regulator voltage setting, V

2.2.5 Calculate Uncertainty in Pump AH due to Flow Uncertainty, UAI.Q

The pump developed head varies with pump flow rate. Therefore, there is an uncertainty in pump
developed head associated with the uncertainty in measured flow rate. The rate of change of pump AH
with respect to flow is a function of the flow rate. The uncertainty in pump AH due to flow measurement

uncertainty is calculated in Eauation a. Note that the absolute value of A is used in thedQ
equation.

_d(AFI)U
UAhQ = dQ Q Equation 4

where,

U&H.Q = uncertainty in pump developed head due to flow uncertainty, ft
UQ = uncertainty in flow measurement, gpm
d(AH) = rate of change of pump developed head with flow, ft/gpm

dQ

2.2.6 Calculate Uncertainty in Pump Speed due to Diesel Generator Frequency and
Voltage Uncertainties, Uas

Subsection 2.5.3, Eouation i2•.quaien42, provides a relation between change in pump speed associated

with changes in motor frequency and voltage. Euation 2FI -Z--qu -!44 is modified to associate changes in
motor frequency and voltage with the previously calculated frequency and voltage uncertainties.

us ((/ - 1. (fs_,,+,ch -) 2 _ f_ 1 CON, Equation 5W.UUsf. ) I)O~- -W.)+( A
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WESTINGHOUSE NON-PROPRIETARY CLASS 3 2-4

where,

U1r = uncertainty in pump speed associated with uncertainties in diesel generator frequency
and voltage, rpm

fNom = nominal supply frequency (60 Hz), Hz

_a)om. = nominal operating speed of motor at nominal frequency and voltage, rpm. SN.o is

determined by the intersection of the nominal motor torque-speed curve with the
nominal pump torque-speed curve. It could also be obtained by measurement.

VNom = nominal supply voltage (4160V), V

_g~ch = synchronous speed of motor - speed at zero torque and slip, rpm

Note that, by definition, Us > 0 since Uf> 0 and Uv > 0.

2.2.7 Determine Uncertainty in Pump Head Associated with Uncertainty in Pump Speed,
UAH.2

The uncertainty in pump head due to uncertainty in pump speed is calculated in EuFAion 6Equafie.-. It
is noted that this uncertainty is composed of two terms. The first incorporates the direct effect of a change
in speed on the pump head. The second incorporates the indirect effect of change in pump head due to the
change in pump flow resulting from the change in speed. Both effects are derived from the pump affinity
laws. Note that the absolute value of--A- is used in the equation.

dQ

U•-=S A (°) +Uw)2-iK+d(AQ)U, o Equation 6
) j dQ I

where,

UAH-.3 = uncertainty in pump head due to uncertainty in pumspeed, ft
Q = pump flow rate, gpm

2.2.8 Determine Overall Uncertainty in Pump AH

The overall uncertainty in pump AH is calculated in Eguation 7,Equakea4. It is noted that this uncertainty
is a function of flow rate and will therefore vary with each point on the pump curve. The individual points
on the IST pump curve are adjusted by these amounts.

2 u +Equation 7Uwr,Tote1 ,U, + UAQ +

where,
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WESTINGHOUSE NON-PROPRIETARY CLASS 3 2-Il

2.5 MOTOR SPEED/TORQUE CURVE NUMERICAL APPROACH

2.5.1 Torque Adjustment due to Voltage

The torque developed by a motor is proportional to the square of the terminal voltage. Thus, motor torque
values obtained from the baseline speed/torque curve are adjusted as follows:

T2 =T 1 " V2 2 Equation 8

where,

T, = torque at voltage V1.Cft-lb)
T2  = torque at voltage V2,-{ft-lb)
V, = baseline voltage-(V)
V2  = postulated voltage-.V)

See Figu 2 AF--ige 2 4 for an example of the effect of a reduction in voltage.

2.5.2 Torque Adjustment due to Frequency

The torque developed by a motor is inversely proportional to the square of the power supply frequency.
Thus, motor torque values obtained from the baseline speed/torque curve are adjusted as follows:

T2  T1 (-1 f 2  Equation 9

where,

T, = torque at frequency fl.{ft-lb)
T2  = torque at frequency f-.4ft-lb)
fl = baseline frequency-.460 Hz)
f2 = postulated frequencye-fHlz

See Fiu 2-5F-ig-.- 2 5 for an example of the effect of a reduction in frequency.

2.5.3 Motor Speed Adjustment due to Torque, Frequency, and Voltage

The synchronous speed of a motor is proportional to power supply frequency. Steady-state speed is the
point at which the speed vs. torque curve of the motor intersects with that of the driven equipment.
However, in lieu of plotting speed/torque curves, algorithms can be used to approximate the change in
steady-state speed as a result of voltage and frequency variations.

WCAP-17308-NP April 2012
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The effect of a motor torque change on steady-state speed can be closely approximated by considering the
motor speed vs. torque curve in the area of intersection as a straight line (see Figue 2 A.ige-- 2 4 and

Fin- 12-9gwy-"). A change in voltage and frequency alters the slope of the line in this region in
accordance with Equation iEq-afk" and Eqiuation 9Eq.fien4. The relationship between torque and
steady-state speed is developed in [jg•g•i i-tii's-3-6.

AWo -L _ VW,- -~ CJ Equation 10T2- 1

where,

T, = torque at condition Ij-(_ft-lb)
T 2. 1  = torque at condition 2 and speed _oS,,.ftj-lb _----------------------------- FOm Wd: Sbsaipt

gSgbh = synchronous speedk-.rpr)
o)&, = speed at condition l4jrpm)
Am& = change in speedk._rpm)

The effect of a motor synchronous speed change on a steady-state speed can be closely approximated as
shown in Figure 2-7AgvF#44.

AW=ai (I
0

1s2 Equation 11

where,

gj1j = speed at condition 1,4.rpm)
_o)s,*b = synchronous speed at condition l.7rpm)
_w&ua = synchronous speed at condition 2j-(rpm)

Ao)& = change in speedi-{rpm)

The net effect of voltage and frequency variations on steady-state speed can be closely approximated as
the sum of the change due to voltage plus the sum of the change due to frequency. Combining EAuation

.- quatiew. , Eiuation 9quatie-.. , Egai I 3 t-quae.-, *4, and Eauation 1 I-qvta-ien!-4, this effect can
be expressed as:

Aw 1(V'fj1 A 1)'~ w i)+ co, I-A Equation 12

where,

f, = rated frequencyr_60 Hz)

f2 = postulated frequency.AfHz)
V, = rated voltage-CV)
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WESTINGHOUSE NON-PROPRIETARY CLASS 3 2-13

V2 = postulated voltage_.-V)
og = rated speed (at VI and fl),-(.rpm)
A.29= change in speedo.yrpm)

The resulting speed is wl - Ago.

Starting time is a function of the accelerating torque, which is the difference between motor and driven
equipment torque from 0 rpm to the speed at which the motor and driven equipment speed vs. torque
curves intersect.

2.6 COMPARISON OF SYNCHRONOUS AND INDUCTION MOTORS

A synchronous machine's speed is proportional to frequency, where its rotational speed is defined by:

Ws = 120f Equation 13
P

where,

.•gs~ch = synchronous speed, rpm
f = frequency, Hz
P = poles

An induction machine follows a similar rule, except that the rotation lags the synchronous speed by a slip
factor. The slip is a value that is usually less than 5% of the synchronous speed.

The "operational region" of the motor speed torque curve can be defined as the approximately linear
region from the point of maximum torque to the end of the curve at synchronous speed. The slope of the
curve in this region is generally very steep for motors used in pump applications.

If a motor is operated at a different frequency than the nameplate value, this linear section of the curve
shifts along the abscissa by a value proportional to the frequency. This is because the end point of the
torque curve (at zero torque) ends at the synchronous speed, which is always defined by Fuation
13Eq-iea4.n!3.

As the curve shifts, the new operating speed is determined based on the intersection point with the pump
curve.

1 . If the torque curve were a straight vertical line in this region, the change is operating speed would
be nearly exactly proportional to the change in frequency.

2. The error introduced by this approximation is a function of the slope of the motor torque curve in
the operational region. This error approaches zero as the slope of the line approaches -oo.

3. For most pump-motor sets, this curve has a sufficiently steep slope that the error is small.
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WESTINGHOUSE NON-PROPRIETARY CLASS 3 4-2

WK 2

E = 2 Equation 14

where,

= rotationale •ey._-lb ...................
WK2  = equivalent inertia of the rotating elementýj-f -s

0) = rotational speed,-(rpm)

- -~nlatted: Not Higlght

- - - ed Not Highi ght j

The rotational energy (E), when dissipated, results in work done during valve closure and is defined as
follows:

&--Work = Fe6 Equation 15

where,

Fe
8

= force component of work done when the valve closes lb
= displacement component of the work done, ft

,Where.. . . _ - - 4Fomtted: Not Highlight

WK2 _ e uiv a len t i ne rt ia o f t he mo tor , lb - ft2

WK2 , eauivalent inertia of the reducer. lb-ft 2

WK2
,. eauivalent inertia of the stem-disc. lb-ft2

The effect of rotational inertia is to do work when the valve closes by creating a force, Fe, and a
displacement, 6. The force, Fe, is the inertial effect measured during diagnostic test.

As the moving parts move at different speeds, it is customary to calculate an equivalent inertia, WK2. The
equivalent inertia (WK 2) is the sum of inertias of the moving parts (Reference 6). In MOVs, the inertia
effect on load is measured after static tests as the difference in thrust from closed torque switch trip (CST)
and hard seat.

The equivalent inertia (WK2) is defined as:

WK2= WKm~otor +WKreducer + WKSem-disc Equation 16

The energy contribution of the components is proportional to square of the rotational speed of the
component and, for a linear system, it is proportional to the square of the velocity (Reference 6). Note that
linear velocity is proportional to rotational speed. Thus, for all the components of the assembly, the
energy is a function of the square of the rotational speed. Thus, the expression for the energy of the
assembly (E) can be reduced into:
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WESTINGHOUSE NON-PROPRIETARY CLASS 3 4-3

E= -G*-RPM-a -Cc 2
Equation 17

where C is a constant that represents the sum of the individual inertia constants of the load train.

Since frequency (f) is directly proportional to rotational speed, a change in frequency changes the
rotational speed proportionately. Thus, a change in frequency will change the energy content (AE) taking
into account the square of the rotational speed effect.

Or

AE = Ef inal - Einitiai = C (((o + Aco) w' ~)

AE = C(2(A)o + AW2)

Equation 18

Equation 19

where- Formatted: Not Highlight I

Ev- final rotational eacMv. ft-lb
AE changh j rotati9nal __M ftlb_ .........

a neirotational speed, M
Aw chan~e in rotational sp~eed, mm

- ontd -a Hihih

- onttd Na Hihlgh -- I

Therefore, the fractional change in energy (AE) from the steady-state initial equivalent energy value can

be expressed as follows:

AE~ 2fdf + (Af 2 !Af+ (Lf 2
E f2 f10 Equation 20

where,

f = ste.d7 -frequency,-(.60 Hz)
Af = change in frequencyjC.Hz)

For small changes, such as less than 10% change in frequency, the second term is dropped. The resultant
equation of the fractional energy change becomes:

AE Lf Equation 21

The total differential of E in Equation 15Equafien4-5 is:

AE = AFeS+ FeA8

Dividing Equation 22Eq-atien42 by E results in:

Equation 22
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Lý = LE + L6
E Fe 6

For practical purposes, AN/f is negligible; therefore,

AE AFe 2,1

E F• f

The change in the inertia effect due to frequency change is:

LIFe = "f,f "

Equation 23

Equation 24

Equation 25

Where,

U . clanje in force component of work done when the valve closes, lb --- IFormatted: Not Highlight

.- Formatted: Indent: Left: 0.5", No bullets or
numbering

4.2.1 Worked Example

Assuming that the steady-state frequency is 60 Hz and the static test inertia effect measured during the
test is 4,000 lb; determine the increase in inertia effect if the frequency increases by 0.5 Hz.

Using Eqaio 26Eq-uatieo "16,

AF0 = -A F.

Af= 0.5 Hz

f = 60 Hz

Fe = 4,000 lb

2 * 0.5*4000
AFt= - -66.7 lb60

From the worked example, the effect is small for small frequency changes provided that the static test
inertia effect is not very high. The user is required to determine the inertia effect of the valve assembly
from the static test trace.

4.3 IMPACT OF MOV VOLTAGE

As part of calculations performed to comply with Generic Letter (GL) 96-05 (Reference 5), the MOV
calculations are based on worst-case derated voltage conditions. There would be no change in the
calculation results unless the low-end voltage range for the DG voltage regulator is less than the derated
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5 IMPACT ON FAN/BLOWER OPERATION

5.1 FAN/BLOWER AFFINITY LAWS

Calculating the change in fan performance due to small diameter changes, speed variations, and density
fluctuations is a matter of multiplying by ratios of the target parameter to the initial parameter (raised to
some power). The equations below show the relationships and powers to be used in these calculations.
Both direct drive and belt drive fans would be impacted in the same manner by DG frequency and voltage
variations.

CFM, = CF-M, L

1'3 0\

)ID, ~ 1

SF2 = SJ%(N J2(R2 2 P2I

HP,= HP(N, 3 D2 5 (P 2 I

Equation 34

Equation 35

Equation 36

-- "- Foamatted: Normal, Left, Don't keep with next ]

,Where . . . . - b - "i onmatted: Not Highlight

CFM1  fan volumetric flow rate at conditions 1. fW/min
CFM2  fan volumetric flow rate at conditions 2. &/min
D, fan diameter at conditions 1. inch
D7 fan diameter at conditions 2. inch
HP, fan oower consumed at blade for conditions 1. hp
HP, fan power consumed at blade for conditions 2. hp
Ni fan rotational s=eed at conditions 1. ft3/min
N, fan rotational speed at conditions 2. fl?/min
SP, fan static pressure for conditions 1. inch H2O
SP2 fan static pressure for conditions 2. inch H20
a, fan air density far connditions 1. lh/ft

02 fan air density for conditions 2. lb/ft3

--- -Formatted: Indent: Left: 0.5", No bullets or
numbering

5.2 EFFECTS OF VARIATIONS

For the upper bound of the DG governor control band, the main concern from a higher than nominal
frequency value (> 60 Hz) would be the additional power load required from the DG. This additional
power requirement would be addressed in the diesel loading calculation as described in Section 3.1 of this
report.
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3.2 DIESEL GENERATOR FUEL CONSUMPTION CALCULATIONS

A calculated change in diesel generator loading due to steady-state variation in frequency will also require
a commensurate evaluation of the impact on fuel oil consumption and stored fuel requirements as a result
of the change in loading.
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voltage condition analyzed in the MOV calculations. On very low output voltage, the DG bus breaker
should trip as a protective function.

If the voltage regulator allows a 10% drop, then 480V - 48v = 432V is supplied to the MOV MCC.

Additional voltage drop between MCC and MOV should be < 10%.

A typical degraded voltage is approximately 80% of the rated voltage, i.e., -384V at the MOV.

For typical AC motor and actuator applications, voltage variation from 90% - 100% will not affect the
output torque outside its operating range if the nominal ratings are used.

The effect of voltage variation in excess of the nominal voltage rating of the MOV motors would cause
the current of the motor load circuits to decrease accordingly. The voltage variation of the DG voltage
regulator at steady-state operation should be confirmed to be within the allowable operating voltage range
for the MOV motors to ensure that there would be no adverse impact on the MOV motors from the
maximum expected steady-state voltage allowed by the voltage regulator.

4.4 IMPACT OF PUMP OUTPUT PRESSURE/DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE (DP) ON
THE MOV

An increase in pump output pressure and, consequently the differential pressure caused by a higher than
nominal frequency will create a higher DP at the valve. For those MOV calculations that are based on the
vendor pump performance curve at 0 flow rate, i.e., shutoff head, the calculations would be affected if the
pump head increased above the nominal shutoff head. This would be a concern for the high end of DG
frequency range. For any MOV calculation done at a DP lower than the pump shutoff head, the following
conditions shall be satisfied to ensure that the valve remains operable.

An increase in frequency increases the rotational speed, which increases horsepower using affimity laws.
Similarly, an increase in rotational speed increases pump developed head using affinity laws. From the
example in Section 4.1, the fractional increase in rotational speed is 0.0058, which corresponds to an
increase in pump head of 1.2% (i.e., ((1.0058)2-1)*100).

An increase in pump head results in a proportional increase in thrust or torque required to operate the
valve. The Joint Owners Group (JOG) defines margin for a gate valve as:

Marg in (M) = Actuator Output Thrust(A 1 )
(Required Thrust (RT) *(l+Uncertainities(U)) Equation 26

Or

M= 1 Equation 27
RT*(1+U)

Let the initial steady-state margin be defined by MK. Then the above margin equation becomes:
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M0 = AR o -1 Equation 28
RT0 *(1+U)

Let the final resultant margin affected by frequency change be defined by M1. Then the resultant margin
affected by the frequency change is:

MI A, -1 Equation 29
RT, *(1+U)

where RTI is defined by:

RT, =RTo (1 + 0.012) Equation 30

Dividing i 22 by Euti 2a.•u.._*=9, taking into account the definition of RT1 ,
and assuming that AO% €auls AO,. results in the following:

I + M' =0.988 Equation 31
1+Mo

This can be written as MI = 0.988 M,-0.0•. .The resultant margin has to be equal or greater than 1 for the
valve to be operable. Thus,

Mi =0.988 Mo -0.012 > 1 Equation 32

M_ _> 1.024 Equation 33

Therefore, the effect of the increase in pump output pressure I differential pressure on MOVs due to the

frequency change reduces the available margin. Based on i 33i.ae--, the MOV is operable
if the initial margin is greater than 442.4%. For cases when the analyzed output pressure / differential
pressure exceeds the actual pump output pressure / differential pressure by 44Z.4%, the valve is operable.
This margin relationship applies to rotary valves also.
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The uncertainty in diesel generator voltage is considered a random and independent variability and it may
be included as an uncertainty in SRSS combination with the test uncertainties. Therefore, it can be

concluded that the uncertainty in performance due to the regulator voltage is:

UV = Rg(UR)2 g-Setting Equation 3

where,

Uv = uncertainty in voltage, V
URI = uncertainty in regulator voltage control, V
URg.s&ti.g = uncertainty in regulator voltage setting, V

2.2.5 Calculate Uncertainty in Pump AH due to Flow Uncertainty, UAH.Q

The pump developed head varies with pump flow rate. Therefore, there is an uncertainty in pump
developed head associated with the uncertainty in measured flow rate. The rate of change of pump AH
with respect to flow is a function of the flow rate. The uncertainty in pump AH due to flow measurement

I uncertainty is calculated in Eguation i4Eqi•abtea4. Note that the absolute value of a is used in the
dQ

equation.

- d(AH)UQUAHQ - dQ Equation 4

where,

U&H.Q = uncertainty in pump developed head due to flow uncertainty, ft
UQ = uncertainty in flow measurement, gpm
dacH) = rate of change of pump developed head with flow, ft/gpm

dQ

2.2.6 Calculate Uncertainty in Pump Speed due to Diesel Generator Frequency and

Voltage Uncertainties, U2s

Subsection 2.5.3, Eauation l2Euatlie*-14, provides a relation between change in pump speed associated
with changes in motor frequency and voltage. Ia ai2.Equa-ie*-12 is modified to associate changes in
motor frequency and voltage with the previously calculated frequency and voltage uncertainties.

(-'_ f-- -+ Uf J 2 (o,,, - CN.. )+ f I Equation 5
, ,+,- -- VM( f
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have to be performed for overfrequency and overvoltage. When this methodology is implemented, the
following plant-specific inputs are required.

" Uo* = uncertainty in governor frequency control, Hz
* UGo,-setig = uncertainty in governor frequency setting, Hz
" UReg = uncertainty in regulator voltage control, V
* UR.Setiý,g = uncertainty in regulator voltage setting, V
* UQ = uncertainty in flow measurement, gpm

d(AH) = rate of change of pump developed head with flow, ft/gpm
dQ

* Ua = uncertainty in pump developed head measurement, ft

2.4.1 Define Flow Measurement Uncertainty, UQ

Each utility has a method for defining the overall uncertainty in flow rate. This document is not intended

to provide guidance on the determination of flow measurement uncertainty. Table 2-2Tabh-4- is based
on the assumption that the flow measurement uncertainty is the larger of either 10 gpm or 2% of the flow
rate.

2.4.2 Define Pump Developed Head Measurement Uncertainty, UA

Each utility has a method for defining the overall uncertainty in pump AH. This document is not intended

I to provide guidance on the determination of pump AH measurement uncertainty. Table 2-2T4e44
assumes the uncertainty in AH is 34.65 feet (15 psi for water at 68°F).

2.4.3 Define Uncertainty in Diesel Generator Frequency, Uf

The uncertainty is calculated using Euation 2E--en2. The governor uncertainty is assumed to be 0.25
Hz. The setpoint tolerance is also 0.25 Hz. Therefore, it can be concluded that the uncertainty in
frequency is:

Uf < 4(0.25Hz) 2 +(0.25Hz)2 = 0.354 Hz

2.4.4 Define Uncertainty in Diesel Generator Voltage, Uv

The uncertainty is calculated using Equation 3EquahieB4. The regulator uncertainty is assumed to be
I OOV. The setpoint tolerance is also I 00V. Therefore, it can be concluded that the uncertainty in voltage
is:

Uv < 4(100 V)2 + (100 =141.4 V

2.4.5 Calculate Uncertainty in Pump AH due to Flow Uncertainty, UAH-Q

The minimum IST curve and the vendor curve are shown in Figure 2-IgvFe-42-. The minimum IST
curve can be fit by the equation:
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AHMin =3410ft- 0.0353 ft )Q-(.0039 ft Q2
~gpmy gpml

Taking the first derivative of this equation with respect to flow results in:

d ( A H M0 0 33It 0 7 ft 2 i Q
IQ gpm) ý gpm )

A curve fit for AH and d was used for this example. The values may also be determined graphically.

The uncertainty in pump AH due to flow is calculated in Equation 4.Eqi. ,aq4:

U&HQ (005 fi 007 fi Q

The values in Table 2-2Tebl-e4 were calculated using the preceding two equations.

2.4.6 Calculate Uncertainty in Pump Speed due to Diesel Generator Frequency and
Voltage Uncertainties, U2&

The nominal pump and motor torque-speed curves are shown in Figure 2-Mig e-14. The synchronous
speed of the motor is 3600 rpm and the nominal operating speed of the pump-motor pair is 3530 rpm. The
nominal operating point is the point at which the nominal pump and motor torque-speed curves intersect.
The uncertainty in pump speed due to uncertainties in pump frequency and voltage is calculated using
Equation 5Equa-ea4.

U, =r(((4160VX60 Hz +0.354 Hz)Y' -1)(3600rpm-3530 rpm)+(60 Hz +0.354 Hz ( 1 3530rpmS(4160 V -141.4 VX60OHz)) 60 Hz)

U, = 26.70 rpm

2.4.7 Determine Uncertainty in Pump Head Associated with Uncertainty in Pump Speed,
UAH-29

The uncertainty in pump head due to uncertainty in pump speed is calculated by substituting the
appropriate values of SNo, Us, and d into Equation Equafiee-6.

UAs =AH[L3530 rpm+26.70 rpm)2 -I + -0.0353 f-t 350078 30• 2.7 rpm)

~ 3530 rpm L7 gPm2 ] ~26.70 rpm
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This equation is a function of the pump flow rate and head at each point on the curve.

2.4.8 Determine Overall Uncertainty in Pump AH

The overall uncertainty in pump AH is calculated in Equation 7FZquaes4. It is noted that this uncertainty
is a function of flow rate and will therefore vary with each point on the pump curve. The individual points
on the IST pump curve are adjusted by these amounts.

2 % +~ +U2~iUATt. ýVui+ Uva +I•_

The results of these calculations are summarized in Table 2-2Table- 22. Figure 2-3 compares the vendor
curve, the minimum pump curve, the minimum pump curve adjusted for instrument (measurement)
uncertainties, and the minimum pump curve adjusted for total (measurement plus frequency plus voltage)

uncertainties. It is seen that combining the uncertainties associated with frequency and voltage variation
with measurement uncertainties contributes to a minor shift toward the vendor curve and away from the
minimum pump curve. Therefore, it is concluded that, in many cases, it is reasonable to expect that the
overall margin will be minimally impacted by implementation of this methodology.

Table 2-2 Worked Example

141,--- -u Ai 09J2 -----------
iml (Mi AHrevised = AH

MA. fQnUiAM uu-MMW. d --. aan
Q AH d(AH)/dQ UQ UAI u . . _ ......--------- -- -------

(gpm) (ft) (ft/gpm) (gpm) (ft) .Eqas_.4) MEquaUdn-*• (Eqoa.,.t-* * 00

0 3410 -0.035 10 34.65 0.4 J _& _&2_Z" .347234__

50 3398 -0.425 10 34.65 4.3 -JL _ _-k -.4 ---"-------

100 3367 -0.815 10 34.65 8.2 A _ _& -.... A& _

150 3317 -1.205 10 34.65 12.1 .51.74-7 . _ _ _46Q4 _

200 3247 -1.595 10 34.65 16.0 J1.74-4 _ _ _6. ..- ,

250 3157 -1.985 10 34.65 19.9 11.744 C M- 1.~
J .L L &

300 3048 -2.375 10 34.65 23.8 LL .74ý4 _ _ J1,5414_2 _ IIt
350 2920 -2.765 10 34.65 27.7 I1.74_ _ _ M .

400 2772 -3.155 10 34.65 31.6 1.-64-_ _ . 6 . . . .

450 2604 -3.545 10 34.65 35.5 _ 47 • . 2.6.. q

500 2417 -3.935 10 34.65 39.4 •J _ .4 .67O __ .2 __..

550 2211 -4.325 I1 34.65 47.6 A _ -A. 4-8.3-5 __ _

600 1985 -4.715 12 34.65 56.6 1J.54- 9 . 2Q"-

650 1739 -5.105 13 34.65 66.4 1,..-.54- X24 M_
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